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Summary
The workshop organised on 26-27 February 2018 by the JRC and the H2020 MAGIC consortium. It highlighted
many areas in which nexus modelling could assess policymaking narratives. It identified problematic concepts
and narratives in need of thorough examination as their usage could undermine the overall objectives of
existing policy making. The narratives presented for discussion triggered a great deal of critique; long-standing
and taken for granted narratives such as, ‘maximisation of profit’ as the goal (in food production and in
general), agriculture as being only about food production, techno-fixes such as ‘irrigation’ or ‘biofuels’ as cure
and adaptation to climate change, water pricing as a key policy mechanism or economic models and markets to
curate environmental issues were deemed in need of urgent review. Modelling can explore alternative
narratives and goals, perhaps involving upfront actors whose interests go beyond pure economic ones.
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1. Context of the Workshop
1.1

Introduction

This workshop was organised at the JRC in collaboration of two units and one H2020 consortium on the
26-27 February 2018. This workshop aimed at looking critically at existing policy - and to a limited extent
modelling - narratives focusing on both the water dimension and broader implications for the WEFE nexus.
Building on that, a further objective was to enable and initiate discussions that explore how current policy
narratives correspond to societal needs and how they respond to complexities and uncertainties posed by the
WEFE nexus. In a policy context, we can argue that policies, models and scenarios are responsive to or ‘coproduce’ each other. Hence, the expected outcomes of this workshop consisted of elements that would guide
modelling development by addressing the drawbacks of current nexus related policy narratives. The ambition
was therefore that modelling and scenario work carried out by the WEFE flagship project could explore
alternative narratives emerging from the discussions in the workshop.
The participants of the workshop included scientists and policy officers. Among the invited scientists, the
workshop invited members of the consortium of the H2020 project MAGIC (Moving towards Adaptation of
Governance In Complexity– http://magic-nexus.eu), as this project is currently developing methodologies to
tackle challenges related to the water-energy-food nexus through an approach called ‘Quantitative
Storytelling’.
The workshop included a number of introductory presentations that spanned models developed at the JRC and
used in the context of the WEFE flagship project, as well as MAGIC work around narratives and other
methodological presentations to support the work to be carried out at the workshop. Subsequently, a number
of parallel and plenary discussions were organised around the following topics:
•
•
•

The narratives embedded within certain models, i.e. the stories that can be told through these
models; these stories were put in dialogue with the policy narratives they try to address.
The range of nexus-narratives that focus on interaction or trade-offs between different sectorial
problems.
The challenges of current narratives participants encountered in their discussions, in order to
eventually elaborate a set of questions, narratives and related policy issues that should be tackled in
the WEFE flagship project.

The workshop’s ultimate aim was thus, to identify and reflect on assumptions embedded in both policy
narratives and models applied and developed in the WEFE flagship project, so that the space of alternative
narratives can be explored further by JRC modellers.

1.2 Two projects: WEFE Flagship and the H2020 MAGIC
1.2.1 WEFE Flagship Project
In a nutshell, the overall objective of the Water-Energy-Food-Ecosystems Nexus flagship project (WEFENexus) is to help in a systemic way the design and implementation of European policies that are dependent on
water. By combining expertise and data from across the JRC, it will provide support to multiple partner DGs
informing cross-sectorial policy making on how to improve the resilience of water-using sectors such as energy,
agriculture and ecosystems. The project involves ten Units across five Directorates of the JRC: B03, C02, C05,
C07, D02, D04, D05, D06, E01 and I02. This spans very different disciplinary competences, traditionally
exploited in support to specific DGs (e.g. improved energy, agriculture, hydrology or water quality models) with
their integrated, value-added application. For example, an integrated assessment of water-agriculture issues
may also require an improved description of irrigation efficiency in agricultural and agro-economic models; an
assessment of hydropower as a factor of flexibility in power generation calls for an improvement of both
hydrological and power system models; and addressing territorial issues beyond the EU28 requires the
1
extension of the LUISA land use projections to the Middle East and Africa.

1

The LUISA Territorial Modelling Platform is primarily used for the ex-ante evaluation of EC policies that have a direct or
indirect territorial impact. It is based on the concept of ‘land function’ for cross-sector integration and for the
representation of complex system dynamics… See more at https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/luisa
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By focusing on cross-sectorial issues, the WEFE-Nexus project will enable the JRC to put into value its unique
capability of integrating different angles (agriculture, energy and environmental policies) and address at the
same time the specific interests of sectorial policy DGs. The project will make available capacity to quantify the
investment needs and the size of the market for water treatment, irrigation efficiency, urban greening etc.,
mainly based on biophysical and socio-economic assessments.
1.2.2 H2020 MAGIC Project
The MAGIC project is a 4-year H2020 funded project led by the Institute of Environmental Science and
Technology (ICTA) of the Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB). Its main objectives are to develop an
approach for analysing nexus relations; i.e. implications and trade-offs between food, energy and water policies
and to do so in a collaborative way with policy makers, stakeholders and citizens. This means assessing the
‘quality’ of nexus policy-making, i.e. reflect on the feasibility, viability and desirability of existing and potential
options for managing the nexus.
2

The methodological approach for doing this is called ‘Quantitative Story-Telling’ (QST) . QST focuses on policy
narratives and is especially interested in exploring the quantitative basis for these narratives. MAGIC is
interested in the wider cycle of discussion around these narratives, meaning political processes of issue
selection and interpretation of how certain quantitative outcomes feed into political choices. To this end the
project also uses quantification to show alternative narratives and point to potential problems with the
quantitative basis for current ones.
Central to QST is an accounting framework called MuSIASEM, which stands for ‘Multi-scale Integrated
Assessment of Societal and Ecosystem Metabolism’. MuSIASEM quantifies the stocks and flows of physical
materials (water, energy, etc.) and money available to human populations, in relation to the specific mix of
human activities and allocation of time use. The quantification assesses how resources are deployed to
maintain the system of interest (a sector, region, nation etc.) and the degree to which the system depends on
drawing on resources from elsewhere and/or generating externalities (such as pollution).
In this sense MuSIASEM plays with the idea of metabolic patterns of societies, so it’s about the biophysical
material flows, but also about how we organise ourselves as a society. This tool it is quite flexible and thus a
good support to deliberation around what is happening in specific policy areas. Importantly this flexibility also
allows for exploring questions of social, environmental and geographic justice.
1.2.3 Organisation of this report
The discussions at the workshop were organised around a set of WEFE narratives developed for the H2020
MAGIC project. In section 2 we lay out the conceptual background of our work with narratives and describe
how we use them methodologically. In section 3 we report on the discussions triggered by the nexus narratives
that were offered to the participants as prompts to address the objectives of the workshop. In section 4 we
summarise actionable points which may lead to a roadmap for modelling development around the WEFE
nexus.

2

See e.g. https://magic-nexus.eu/documents/d41-report-nexus-security-using-quantitative-story-telling
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2. Nexus narratives
2.1 What is a narrative and why are narratives important?
Narratives are everywhere. They are a fundamental part of how we as both individuals and organized
social collectives engage with the world. When we walk through a wood we might see a habitat for certain
species, the ‘lungs’ of our world, a recreational space in a world characterised by increasing urbanisation, or –
more recently – an area of land threatened by climate change and wildfires. What this list shows is that it’s
practically impossible to cognitively and interactionally make sense of ‘the wood’ without embedding it in
certain stories. It is in that sense that Bruner talks about human beings as “storied animals” (1991).
But what then qualifies as a ‘narrative’? Surely, not every utterance can count as a narrative. Felicity Mellor, in
her work on the formation of astrology as a field, states that
“narrative entails not a random unfolding of events but a sequenced ordering involving a transition
from one state to another brought about or experienced by actors” (Mellor, 2007: 501).

In its basic understanding, narratives are understood as a (mostly retrospective) sequential
ordering of events from a narrator’s perspective, thus constituting particular temporal and
spatial structures and establishing a set of actors/subject positions with particular
rationales, often together with a causal relationship between two distinct states (a
problem and a solution), i.e. some influences and consequences in the world. Particular
events are related causally to each other through the actions of particular actors. They
take place in certain locations and are characterised by temporal dynamics.
This simple description of narratives already opens up a range of questions: how exactly are problems and
solutions framed in a given narrative? What are the assumptions that these framings are based on and what
are potential consequences of these assumptions? Who is doing the framing and to what end?
It is important to note that when we talk about narratives we do not just mean simple ‘stories’. Narratives are
more substantial and consequential for the ongoing ordering of society. They express broader imaginations
about the world, who and what has agency in it and what is valued. They are closely related to institutional,
cultural, moral and material formations of society.
Thus, they are not only important for understanding ‘private’ lives of individuals and collectives. They also play
key roles in the policy-realm. Here, narratives tacitly define possible horizons for action and distinguish actors
from non-actors and issues from non-issues (e.g. through narrow technical and expert driven risk discourse).
They naturalise the ‘normal’, the ‘taken for granted’. Once ‘naturalised’, such stories are treated as a given
reality, materialised in institutional formations and as a consequence become very hard to challenge.
Challenging narratives is one important activity that the MAGIC project tries to achieve with the application of
Quantitative Story Telling.
Furthermore, narratives operate on different levels. Master narratives, which are broad narrations about
society and how it should function and where it ought to go. Examples for this kind of narrative would be e.g.
the master narrative about ‘progress’ which closely ties together ideas about ‘technological advance’ and
‘economic prosperity’ and tends to side-line negative aspects and responsibility for them as ‘unintended
consequences’. Another master narrative is the so-called ‘linear model of innovation’, i.e. the idea that basic
science will lead to innovations that will then be taken up by society and then lead to growth and prosperity.
Although decades of social science research have shown that actual innovation trajectories are way more
complex and messy, this narrative still guides most research policies and thus directly influences how research
(actually R&D) resources are distributed. Finally, we can also mention the ‘public understanding of science’
narrative: this narrative frames ‘the public’ as a coherent entity with a cognitive deficit leading to growing
mistrust in science. One consequence of this narrative is a very narrow imagination of how to interact with
heterogeneous actors: science communication, information and awareness-raising campaigns, and education.
More concrete policy narratives usually build on such unquestioned master narratives and articulate ideas
about particular causes, effects and desired ends on a more local level: changes in water pricing will influence
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the behaviour of water users; limitations: climate models very bad to get daily rainfall right, which is important
for predicting flood risk.
However, narratives are not only important in daily life and the constantly ongoing process of societal ordering
or in negotiating policy objectives. They also play a fundamental part in scientific practices of knowledge
production and circulation:
“The critical point is that scientists always use narrative, and thus benefit from being self-conscious
narrators. Science cannot make an infinite number of observations, and so selects, just like a narrator.
(…) The full chronicle helps not a bit, because not only is a full accounting of everything an
impossibility, it is not a narrative, because no narrator has decided what mattered. (…) A narrative is
not a chronicle of everything that happened, so there is no such thing as the ultimately true story.
Therefore, in narrative, ultimate verity is beside the point.” (Allen et al., 2001: 479)

In that sense also models can be understood as a ‘narrative’ in that they represent a
certain view of the world. It is about making choices of what to include and what to
exclude, about what the problems are and so on. This also means that models are always
situated and partial.
As Allen and colleagues put it in the quote above, there is ‘no such thing as the ultimate true story’. Thinking
about models in this sense is a hermeneutic approach and means focusing on implicit assumptions and the
taken for granted stories that are embedded in them. In this sense they can be framed as tools and as Tim
Ingold points out, tools are their stories:
"No object considered purely in and for itself, in terms of its intrinsic attributes alone, can be a tool. To
describe a thing as a tool is to place it in relation to other things within a field of activity in which it can
exert a certain effect. Indeed we tend to name our tools by the activities in which they are
characteristically or normatively engaged, or by the effects they have in them. Thus to call an object a
saw is to position it within the context of a story such as the one I have just told, of cutting a plank. To
name the tool is to invoke the story. It follows that for an object to count as a tool it must be endowed
with a story, which the practitioner should know and understand in order to recognise it as such and
use it appropriately. Considered as tools, things are their stories. We are of course more accustomed
to think of tools as having certain functions. My point, however, is that the functions of things are not
attributes but narratives. They are the stories we tell about them." (Ingold, 2011: 56)
From what has been said so far, some important take-away-messages can be articulated: narratives and stories
are ubiquitous and play a fundamental role in societal orderings (this is equally true for society, policy, and
society); in that sense they ‘matter’, meaning that narratives are performative and consequential in how we
perceive and thus act in the world: telling stories entails ontological politics, i.e. ‘world-making’.

To make it clear and understandably how we use the term narrative it makes sense to also
briefly consider what it is not: it is not an intentionally produced slogan for promoting a
particular political agenda, nor is it a sort of ‘motto’ for a particular group of actors who
want to achieve a goal. It is not something to be actively produced to push an agenda in a
certain direction. In contrast, narrative is a conceptual tool to direct attention to the
taken-for-granted assumptions and ‘naturalized’ stories about the world (that includes
human and more-than-human actors in it) that guide the actions of individuals or
collectives (e.g. information campaigns influence people’s behaviour).
This leads us directly to two further questions:
•
•

Why then is it useful to work with narratives?
How exactly does working with (and through) narratives look like?
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Broadly speaking, working with narratives has two main objectives:
First, it is a way to collaborate more closely with different actors. For the work in MAGIC this mostly means
policy officers from different DGs. At the WEFE workshop, we adapted the method to enable discussion and
debate between JRC colleagues, policy-officers and partners from the MAGIC project. The main aim of this was
to ‘check’ how particular policy narratives relate to scientific representations. One could call them a ‘site of
collective experimentation’ where different stories about what to do and why can be discussed and thus
tested. In that sense the narratives that were discussed are not ‘official’ statements akin to policy proposals or
objectives, but rather outcomes of the analysis done in the MAGIC project which was adapted for the use in
group discussions.
Second, analysing narratives as a way of critique in the sense of Michel Foucault, which is not about criticizing
something as wrong or meaningless, but rather about challenging the underlying premises of certain
statements and courses of action. As Keith Matthews stressed in his presentation at the workshop, this means
also to “challenge unthinking consensus”.
Talking and reflecting about policy narratives in this sense is a way to learn about the more informal side of
institutions and practices of governance. There are several concepts to look into narratives. We use a
distinction between scripts, parables and story lines. A script is “a culturally shared expression, story or
common line of argument, or an expected unfolding of events, that is deemed to be appropriate or to be
expected in a particular socially defined context and that provide a rationale or justification for a particular
issue or course of action” (Vanclay and Enticott 2011, 260). Parables are normative stories that mythologise
certain types of behaviour often through cautionary tales about the outcomes of inappropriate action (Howden
and Vanclay 2000). And finally, story lines are argumentative narratives by which contrasting positions on
issues are staked out; sometimes expressed as opposition to more stable scripts or parables, or even as
parodies of these. When a particular story line becomes stabilized by a certain group, it can become a script or
parable.
Taken together, these different forms of narrative provide a useful analytical lens to distinguish dominant
stories and ways of understanding the world from more uncommon ideas or what can be termed ‘counter
narratives’. In this way analysing narratives that are used in WEFE policy-making becomes a way of exploring
the power-relations that are co-emergent with particular knowledge or policy claims.

2.2 The MAGIC Nexus-Narratives
3

In the H2020 project a number of narratives was identified through analysis of policy documents that
relate to the nexus water-energy-food, as well as by engaging around 30 policy makers from different
Directorate Generals of the European Commission. The latter were not only involved in the process of
identification of narratives, but also on the process of their validation through focus group discussions.
4

At this workshop we have used 15 of those narratives to kick-off the process of critically looking at the
narratives that could possibly underpin model and other assessment frameworks used within the WEFE
flagship project - as way of example, the following two narratives, object of a great deal of discussion during
the workshop, were used being quite useful for the discussions held at the workshop:

3

See e.g., https://magic-nexus.eu/documents/milestone-10-definition-policy-case-studies
In the annex to this report the complete list of narratives used is listed, even if not all of them were discussed
during the workshop.

4
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In the MAGIC project, the QST framework allows to examine the quality of narratives with the following criteria
in mind:
1.
2.

3.

Fairness: How fair is the choice of the given purpose – when dealing with sustainability - What do we
want to sustain, For whom? For how long? At which cost?
Viability: How reasonable is the choice of the given narrative when contrasting the insights provided
by it with the insights that can be obtained by the consideration of alternative narratives about the
issue? – here we are dealing with the quality and robustness of the knowledge associated with the
adoption of the narrative;
Usefulness: How useful is the choice of: (i) relevant agents, (ii) time scale (a before and an after in the
chosen events described at a given time scale), (iii) the identification of the causality associated with
the chosen explanation, – here we are in the realm of the practical problems faced when trying to
generate a reliable input to be used for governance.

These criteria are, as explained earlier, formalised through the QST framework and tools. At the workshop, we
did not follow such a structured methodology, but certainly the discussions hinted at all these criteria. Hence,
the way we proposed to use these narratives at the workshop aimed at the following:
1)

2)

3)

To make visible with which policy narratives some of the WEFE models could be resonating with,
namely which ones are already being explored by current modelling and which ones could be worth
exploring, either because they are problematic or because they could turn out to be useful;
To discuss which narratives could be useful to explore in view of policy development that address the
WEFE nexus or on the contrary because they could turn out to be dysfunctional to the overall purpose
of WEFE policies themselves.
To reflect on a concrete road-map for WEFE modelling that considers the discussions of the workshop.
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3. Discussions around WEFE narratives
This section reports the analysis of the discussions held at the workshop during the break-out sessions. In
particular, we looked at transcripts of the discussions triggered by the narratives, highlighting the salient or
controversial issues identified by the participants of the workshop. The reporting is organised according to
narrative, even if many topics might be seen as unrelated to the specific narrative, because they emerged when
the narrative was addressed. As we have seen in section 2, narratives not only drive implicit goals and specific
ways of acting but also tell about chosen knowledge, vested interests, as well as institutions and actors, which
sustain them.

WEFE 1
“Europe needs to improve the aquatic environment in order to secure water for its citizens
and economic benefits. Relieving stress on European water bodies according to WFD goals
may translate into constraints on the European agricultural sector, leading to stronger
dependency on imports that draw on external natural resources, in a world where the
pressure on those resources already is high in many of the exporting countries.”
1.
2.
3.

4.

This is a key narrative that should be addressed by modelling.
This narrative highlights the need to work on trade-offs before the policies are implemented; so there
seems to be a great deal of modelling opportunities here.
To explore in view of the nexus:
a. How is this narrative (need to improve aquatic environment) interplaying with other
narratives such as population growth, food and fodder market alterations, agriculture
production changes, including intensification with irrigation fertilisers and pesticides in
different regions of Europe or crop markets?
b. Externalisation of food production has made it possible for Europe to focus on the
agricultural sector; yet, it is important to explore how the European countries’ agricultural
sectors and European diets need to readjust if they would no longer be able to import fodder.
c. Modelling of the impacts on biodiversity caused by planned land-use changes, crop changes
to adapt to emerging environmental conditions, as well as the requirements to maintain
biodiversity and, more in general, the ecosystem health. Biodiversity, does not seem to have
enough attention in the models developed by the JRC.
Specific needs:
a. We need tools beyond price to reason about producing less food; the implications for the
nexus are expected to be extensive but they cannot be assessed solely in economic terms.
b. Mapping of water stress is needed.
c. General equilibrium models are not suitable to handle the complexity of the trade-offs when
we are dealing with the nexus. For example, biophysical constraints are not adequately
handled; we need to get rid of this type of modelling.

Summary: This narrative triggered a discussion about the trade-offs among different dimensions of the WEFE
nexus, in particular water, agriculture and biodiversity - indeed, it went beyond this nexus, e.g. by including
land-use aspects. In order to test its validity, we need to go beyond sectorial modelling and also get rid of some
widely used models that are not appropriate to do the job, such as general equilibrium models.

WEFE 2
“Water pricing and cost-recovery principle: Water pricing is proposed as a key policy
mechanism. However, there is a tension with citizen needs and users desire for fair prices.”
1.

This narrative was seen as problematic in many senses:
a. The narrative is an economic narrative, and as many other economic narratives, this one also
decontextualizes; also, this economic narrative seems to assume that once you have a correct
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2.

3.

price, you achieve good governance of the resource; water pricing is a reductionist measure
of water value and costs.
b. Water price and cost recovery are not the same thing; they need to be decoupled.
c. The price of water implicitly assumes what the trade-offs between different uses of that
water/those waters should be.
d. Ascertaining for what purpose we need to establish water prices, could be a first exercise
because the purpose influences subsequent modelling efforts: e.g. environmental protection
vs. water allocation.
e. Water price cannot be used in isolation to establish any policy about water; water prices
conceal political decisions around distributive issues; water pricing may become useful if
‘costs’ and ‘values’ are taken into account always together with other forms of assessment:
for example, ecosystems’ value is very difficult to handle with economic models, so other
tools need to be found.
f. Economic models cannot be used to deal with what is called the “ecosystem health”. There is
a part of water, which is used by the ecosystem for its own health. This is something that
cannot be handled in economic terms. In other words, when talking about ecosystems, one
cannot just focus on ecosystem services, but needs to address their health, i.e. the ecologic
funds.
Establishing a price for water is very dependent on the objective underlying the need to set a price, as
well as the context and function in which such price is established and for which users (context here
includes geographies, governance styles, natural conditions, human values about water, regulations in
place, water politics, markets, etc.), as well as, the water sources themselves. Is this already explored
with modelling? How well are the implications of water pricing for the other dimensions of the nexus
known?
Can we think of non-economic narratives to address policy to govern water resources? What would an
ecological narrative look like?

Summary: The discussion of this narrative has triggered a few recommendations: (1) any work on water
pricing needs to be site specific; (2) models should be able to explore alternative water prices, exploring
therefore different contexts, users, sources and function; (3) acknowledge that cost recovery is just one
aspect of prices calculation; (4) water pricing can never be used as the sole dimension of analysis to govern
water; (5) economic models are not appropriate to deal with the ecosystems’ health; (6) alternative
narratives based on ecological dimensions should be explored.

WEFE 5
“Global drivers (demographic, economic growth and climate change) and agriculture
policies may further stress water systems and violate environmental flow requirements.
This might be one reason why current water policies fall short of achieving good
ecological status.”
1.

The discussion about this narrative has highlighted the following needs:
a. How nutrients affect water quality does not seem to be in the policy narrative but there is
modelling that explores the effects of nutrients in aquatic ecosystems and so the narrative
could be changed to reflect better those studies. How could the desirable ‘ecological status’
be attained with better management of nutrients (coming from agricultural practices)? This is
clearly a nexus type of modelling.
b. The following quote reflects a need to refine the narrative and for further modelling: ‘I am
from DG X and you are from DG Y. It means that quantity and quality often go into conflict.
In one sense, this is because increasing nutrients increases productivity, but it increases water
pollution.’ Again, this suggests a role for nexus analysis and ideas of control of nutrient flows
in food production; understanding the origin of the losses of nutrients which end in water
bodies needs better use of models and exploration of trade-offs considering agricultural
practices, management, politics. For example, trade-offs between intensification and
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5

2.

‘extensification of agriculture’ or ‘sustainable intensification’ could address further the roles
6
of geo-morphology, site specific environmental vulnerabilities, population growth trends ,
diet and food consumption trends, food waste management, etc. Some big-tier studies and
global models already point to the ‘sustainable intensification’ because it is said that more
food production is needed – another narrative worth exploring in itself.
c. To address distribution issues with modelling, e.g. the effects of better trade, of exchange,
etc.; the narrative does not seem to consider these.
The existing legislation (namely WFD and the groundwater directive, as well as the CAP) seems to have
been built with a flexibility narrative, which allows MSs to explore adaptation to some conditions.
However, the modelling which sustains those ideas of flexibility and adaptation could be reinforced
with more options to explore alternative measures in order to better inform regional planning.

Summary: The reflections arising from this narrative clearly point to more effort on nexus modelling
beyond physical modelling. In addition, it made visible other narratives such as the idea of ‘sustainable
intensification’ and the idea that the existing agricultural policy is flexible (enough to enable MSs to deal
with a changing environment).

WEFE 6
“Desalination and wastewater reuse can help relieving water stress while generating a
trade-off with greenhouse gas emissions. However, their potential contribution is far from
being assessed on a comprehensive manner.”
The discussion of this narrative led to considering worth exploring in the context of alternative uses of water,
with modelling the following elements:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Water recovery versus energy consumption to do it (especially for desalination), and
greenhouse gases emissions.
The type of energy used to recover water (solar energy is fine, but solar panels do not imply
free meal, resources need to be used, including other energy to produce them).
Understanding (mapping) the status of groundwater in coastal zones that could put in
jeopardy water supply for human activities because of salinization.
Exploring other alternative sources of water, focusing on ‘local’ specificities of climate and
geology.

Summary: The discussion triggered by the narrative fits well with the recent Proposal for a Regulation of the
European Parliament and of the Council on minimum requirements for water reuse (COM(2018) 337 Final).
Modelling would be useful to understand where and how technologies such as desalination could be useful and
how those water recovery technologies affect other dimensions of the nexus.

5

6

A comment to this was made that these terms are a politicised version of expressions like
sustainable management or sustainable management of livestock, which are viewed as more
neutral terms. The narrative of neutrality is in itself problematic. There is no such thing as
neutral words.
With the 3 security needs: food, energy and water.
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WEFE 7
“The good status is a sound policy goal that needs to be assessed through a common
and coherent protocol.
Challenge 1: Quality control of the monitoring and assessment
protocol.
Challenge 2: The procedure for defining the objective of ‘good status’
and ‘good potential’ has evolved through time in adaptation to MS
requirements and constraints. However, an open debate of different
normative criteria to define what is good status is still missing.
Challenge 3: Is it possible to achieve good status for all EU water
bodies?”
1.

There is no right/wrong answer to this narrative, but a reflection needs to be done about what counts
7
as ‘good status’ . A great deal of indicators and a multi-criteria approach are needed to be able to get
just to an imperfect model. So, this qualifier ‘good status’ might not be a good starting point to model
water quality as it requires a level of complexity that is unmanageable by current monitoring
infrastructure but also by modelling. The questions could be:
a. What are the implications for policy for not even trying?
b. Can complexity be a reason for not trying to address it?
c. How modelling efforts could be enhanced to address such complexity?
d. What monitoring effort needs to be associated with such an effort?
e. Can we aspire to continue on a governance narrative that relies on monitoring and
control? Are there alternatives?
2.
Nexus type models could possibly be of help with the complexity of establishing what good
ecological status could look like in different contexts.

Summary: The discussion around this narrative highlighted different types of challenges, namely with concepts
used in policy which may turn out to be unusable because they may be reductionist and impractical at the
same time. Also the discussion highlighted that particular modes of governance (monitoring and control) are in
need of review.

WEFE 8
“First generation biofuels have created a tension between objectives of water, energy and
agricultural policy (land-use). They were expected to provide a solution to environmental
problems caused by the reliance on fossil fuels. However, first generation biofuels are no
longer a policy priority and are fading out of the main narratives, being replaced by second
generation biofuels.”

7

“There are a number of objectives in respect of which the quality of water is protected. The key ones at European level are
general protection of the aquatic ecology, specific protection of unique and valuable habitats, protection of drinking water
resources, and protection of bathing water. All these objectives must be integrated for each river basin. It is clear that the
last three - special habitats, drinking water areas and bathing water - apply only to specific bodies of water (those
supporting special wetlands; those identified for drinking water abstraction; those generally used as bathing areas). In
contrast, ecological protection should apply to all waters: the central requirement of the Treaty is that the environment be
protected to a high level in its entirety.” In http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-framework/info/intro_en.htm
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This narrative led to a general discussion of the use of narratives to look into modelling and other activities. The
study of who generates these narratives and through which processes those narratives are generated is crucial
also for the modelling exercise.
1.

2.

Biofuels do not seem to go away despite knowledge suggesting that they do not ‘provide a solution to
environmental problems caused by the reliance on fossil fuels’. Climate change has been the
justification to deploy this technology, but giving the controversies the current and next generations of
biofuels try to address other aspects of the nexus, namely food security. This narrative prompts the
8
question of who is interested in maintaining the biofuels imaginary . Are second generation biofuels
responding to the tensions created to other dimensions of the nexus (e.g. water, land use and soil)?
In relation to energy production and management, several issues have been highlighted as poorly
addressed by current modelling:
a. The hydropower development plans for the EU and its alternative uses - What is the
sustainability of those hydropower systems? Sustainable about what and for whom? How are
they better than micro and mini hydropower systems in the planned locations?
b. The management of the diversity of electricity sources has grown in complexity due to quite
different production and storage of electricity production.

Summary: This narrative has illustrated in a very pragmatic way that a technology (a techno-fix) conceived to
address societal issues (energy needs and climate change) has actually created tensions in other aspects of the
nexus. The effects of such technology can be addressed with modelling but more work would need to be done
to enquire about the promises of the narrative and the technology itself and about who is interested in
maintaining them. Issues of externalisation of effects also need to be addressed – see discussion of narrative
13.

WEFE 9
“Agricultural policy increasingly moves away from a narrow focus on food production also
incorporating environmental objectives, contributing to both, mitigation of and adaption
to climate change.
1.

2.

This narrative was seen as slightly problematic:
a. We need to distinguish whether we are dealing with adaptation to climate change or to social
change, namely changes in agricultural practices and activities displacement, and markets or,
also, the growing urbanisation trends with dramatic land use changes and land
impermeablilisation; these pose challenges that have nothing to do with climate; the
narrative may be ‘hiding’ actual drivers of change.
b. Climate change narrative: instead of addressing climate change in agriculture with irrigation as an adaptation strategy - other strategies could be sought, namely changing crops and
adapting the agriculture practices to the ‘new’ climate. The idea is to keep away from this
well-known techno-fix and in general be critical of techno-fix narratives because they can
narrow down the range of solutions that can be imagined.
Modelling opportunities:
a. Modelling could be looking at multifunctional land use; in other words, different land uses
could be hypothesised beyond producing crops; the narrative is that human activities are not
just about producing commodities. This type of work should be done by modellers in close
collaboration with other stakeholders.
b. Hence, the effects of land use change e.g. urbanization, land abandonment, on the nexus
governance need to be assessed. This is very relevant for modelling and scenario
development.
c. Also the land-use changes and challenges posed by externalisation of agriculture in other
countries needs to be taken into consideration by the modelling narrative.

8

Other example is GMOs, which were supposed to address food security issues and in fact is completely
dominated by corporate interests.
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3.

As with other narratives, this one also challenged taken for granted concepts: What are the meanings
of sustainable agriculture? Sustainability of what and sustainable for whom? Who is entitled to access
organic food?

Summary: the discussions inspired by this narrative suggested the examination of its usefulness; whether
agricultural practices could have other functions beyond food production is not an issue, but the environmental
objectives need to go well beyond climate change mitigation or adaptation. There are opportunities to explore
with modelling alternative land uses.

WEFE 12
“Environmental policy and especially mitigation measures to push decarbonisation might
contradict the objective of minimising supply risks in regard to energy, food and water.”

A narrative that could be tested with nexus modelling; how would decarbonisation strategies affect the 3
securities?

WEFE 13
“In order to reach sustainability goals, environmental impacts need to be externalised
such as with regard to livestock, with many products being imported from South America.
Hence, landscape protection and conservation happens at the expense of degradation of
other regions of the world.”
1.

2.

On the externalisation of impacts:
a. The idea that in the EU, “landscape protection and conservation happens at the expense of
degradation of other regions of the world” could be addressed already by existing modelling
but there are some missing ‘feedbacks in some regional model infrastructure’. A mapping of
what is produced where, and consumed where in the EU is needed.
b. The externalising aspect is worth exploring further through modelling; how EU policy affects
other countries that have not properly been anticipated (e.g. the biofuels production effects
in Malaysia, for which direct effects have not been part of the analysis undertaken at the time
of policy proposal)
c. Exploring how ‘protection’ and ‘conservation’ thresholds impact EU ecosystems but also
ecosystems in other regions of the world. When do we establish ‘healthy enough’ and how
does this impact different sectors? – the WFD review might not be taking enough account of
the interaction with the other sectors, so this needs to be extended.
This narrative triggered a debate about water quality linked to agriculture practices, namely:
a. The quality of water monitoring is an issue (namely for the Nitrates directive); models that
work with these types of data need to address the quality of the data collected. Models could
go beyond the narrative of “compliance” to address instead the “quality” of the
measurements and how they actually reflect the objective of “environmental protection”.
Different measurement methodologies are used to assess environmental issues: could water
quality monitoring strategies benefit from air quality monitoring experiences? Could different
systems of monitoring co-exist? (e.g. citizen science together with national networks) If so
how could modelling capture or explore these?
b. The nitrates thresholds are problematic for ecosystem health. This is certainly an issue for
modelling. Also, alternative practices scenarios could be explored through modelling or the
effects of price variations of nitrogen or phosphates could also be better understood with
regards to alternative farming practices or even to manure management practices. In
addition modelling is needed to understand the impact of inefficient use of fertilisers in the
quality of waters, e.g..
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c.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

With regards to the latter, manure reuse and management appears within a narrative of
efficiency. However, there are several issues that should be analysed: 1) manure processing
or chemical fertilisers manufacturing are not usually accounted for in energy bills; 2) manure
is a pollutant that arises because of externalisation of the agricultural sector; 3) manure
management choices if a ‘less meat’ narrative is adopted.
d. Manure reuse also appears on a narrative of old practices of soil production (which have a
more modern name: permaculture), given that the past decades of fertilisation of soil have
paradoxically destroyed them in many places. This narrative is not well studied and it
certainly could constitute one avenue for modelling.
Challenging the maximisation of profit narrative: modelling and scenario development should not take
this goal for granted.
a. Policy makers and modellers alike should be looking at other goals besides the ‘maximisation
of profit’ and the associated techno-fix and market-fix narratives that sustain it. ‘In addition,
the question could be asked whether regulation is being sought for a system that is no longer
economically viable’.
b. Issues of distributive justice should be examined by models, for example explore how
alternative agricultural practices that do not rely on ‘maximisation of profit’ impact on the
price of food or ecosystems’ health.
Health as an element of the nexus to be explored through modelling: how farming practices and food
production changes impact citizens’ health.
Explore other farming narratives: cultural heritage, landscape curation, environment carers, etc. How
are these other narratives beyond food production entrenched in modelling and how can they be
explored?
A narrative about resilience seems to be missing. How would modelling look like with such a
narrative?
An open debate of different normative criteria, to define what good status is, is still missing.

Summary: Through this narrative many issues were raised about other commonly taken for granted narratives
and entrenched concepts in them. Also, during the discussion other missing narratives were identified. All
these are relevant for modelling but their operationalization needs further work.

WEFE 14
“It is necessary to promote a transition from current consumption and production patterns
to a circular economy. This transition goes beyond a narrow focus on waste management
being positioned within a broader concern about energy consumption together with CO2
emissions. Also this transition is expected to create local jobs and foster economic growth.”

1.
2.

3.

The circular economy right now in the field of water is mainly related to water use and recovery of
nutrients from water - mainly nitrogen and phosphorous.
The original narrative of ‘bio-economy’ by Georgescu Roegen has nothing to do with what is now
described as bio-economy and it is incompatible with the narrative of growth with which this concept
is being associated – ‘growing by recycling’?. Indeed, the original term, implies that ‘if we respect the
speed at which things are going in the biological system, we have to grow slower; we are going too
fast compared with nature.’ This would be worth exploring through modelling; to what extent can we
talk about perpetual growth in biophysical terms.
Need to learn from mistakes with biofuels policy in order to not repeat them with bio-economy,
namely how techno-fixes might hinder the whole effort of dealing with current societal chllenges.

Summary: This narrative is highly controversial and modelling could help with establishing to what extent the
narrative and associated policies associated are useful or even viable.
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4. Elements for nexus modelling
“You have modellers who tend to sell their models. You give them whatever question and
they say, ‘I can do it’. This is the wrong attitude, but since it is the case for many, as XXX said,
we should not adopt the opposite wrong approach in saying, ‘Let us define the question that
the models can handle’. We should play and choose the model depending on the question
that we have. We have to challenge the modellers and say, ‘You cannot use that model for
that purpose and we will go to another model.’” Participant at the workshop.
This section highlights and to a certain extent suggests elements that the nexus modelling effort within the
WEFE project could possibly consider.
General recommendations:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

As the quote above illustrates, it is problematic when a model is offered as the Davos oracle through
which all (policy) questions can be answered; on the other hand, the opposite of looking only for
(policy) questions that can be answered by current models is another impractical strategy. There could
be a need for the modelling teams to delve more onto the limitations of the models, the narratives
they are resonating with and possibilities of expansion vis-à-vis the discussions at this workshop and
other discussions in the literature. This could be done through listing the types of questions that the
model can currently answer and the kinds of questions that need to be answered.
The discussions at the workshop also suggested that this event was just the starting point of what
could be done to enhance the nexus modelling that informs policy making; in other words, the format
of engaging scientists, modellers and policy officers and perhaps other stakeholders could be helpful
with designing models that address relevant policy questions, tuning them at the same time.
Moreover, the workshop made it clear that there is not such thing as a neutral narrative. Narratives
entrench choices of several sorts and choices are made based on value judgment whatever that value
is.
The workshop highlighted that there are trade-offs to make when it comes to nexus modelling, but
using proxies and ambiguous, simplistic concepts to address complexities and uncertainties might not
be the right direction. Along the way, many concepts were deemed oftentimes useless and potentially
hindering the objectives of policies. For example: ‘good ecological status’, ‘good status’, ‘sustainable
intensification’ of agriculture, ‘circular economy’, ‘bio-economy’, etc.
The narratives presented for discussion triggered a great deal of critique; long-standing and taken for
granted narratives such as, ‘maximisation of profit’ as the goal (in food production and in general),
agriculture as being only about food production, techno-fixes such as ‘irrigation’ or ‘biofuels’ as cure
and adaptation to climate change, water pricing as a key policy mechanism or economic models and
markets to curate environmental issues were deemed in need of urgent review. Again modelling can
explore alternative narratives and goals, perhaps involving upfront actors whose interests go beyond
pure economic ones.
By the same token the participants found that some elements (or other narratives) need to be brought
to the modelling effort around the WEFE nexus, for example, resilience, health, sovereignty,
subsidiarity, which could turn out to be other nexuses altogether. These other nexuses are also
important to recognise in any modelling effort; it is not sufficient to consider just policies related to
agriculture, energy or water and their interdependencies when addressing the WEFE nexus; they are
not independent of issues such as “global security, sovereignty, independence of exports and imports”
in some areas, etc. In fact, when one starts delving into what one thinks should logically be done in
terms of the nexus of policies on water, energy and so on, one bumps against other types of nexus.
The scale at which we do the modelling of nexus issues needs to be decided. Many variations are
strongly dependent on location and practices and it is not feasible to take them into consideration on
a continental modelling exercise. So, this should be discussed amongst the modellers. A starting point
to complexify a narrative could be introducing the “local” versus the global or the integration of
different scales.

A more concrete list of actionable points.
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•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

A good starting point could be to write down
Box 1:
the story that current models tell and explore
with others how that story could be enhanced
“There is how the Nitrates Directive is evolving, but
vis-à-vis policy needs and nexus complexities.
also how the Nitrates Directive would like to evolve
To understand what kinds of models are
and what would the impact be. What scenarios are
needed. It seems that from the discussions at
there?[…] What would you usefully say? You have
the workshop, future oriented exploratory
here the possibility to test not the baseline as you
models are needed to make sense of the
were saying, but to test hypothetical scenarios,
nexus – see quote in Box 1.
what you would like. What is happening if we?
Whatever is done, further engagement with
What is happening if that? However, it should be
relevant actors from policy but also
something acceptable. In the end, the narrative
administrations in order to make sense of
should be more specific than that [those offered].”
different framings about the same ‘symptom’,
Participant at the workshop.
‘different understanding of problems and
potential solutions’ –see quote in Box 2.
Explore modelling around the nexus that seem to be more well established like water and
agriculture, moving on to integrate energy and ecosystems.
Apply sensitivity auditing to existing modelling
(Saltelli et al. 2014).
Box 2: “You also see that all the people who have
Use the critique to the narratives as a starting
an opinion about that, all the stakeholder
point to explore nexus modelling – see section
constituencies, they have their own narratives. For
3.
example, when you talk about pesticides, the
Increase granularity of models and do not
environmental people will have a narrative about
assume that they can be applied anywhere.
how bad it is for the environment and how we
Models should be tailored for the geographies
need to reduce their use. However, the pesticide
they are meant to.
industry has a narrative of how they secure food
Address issues arising from inexistent, noisy
production and how good this is. It is a very
or incomplete data. Understand the needs for
different angle on exactly the same thing. Using a
monitoring in different contexts and make
tool that produces numbers is a way of bringing
recommendations to MSs.
those people into the same room. You may get to
Search for other nexuses that could be
agree in the room that these are the right numbers.
hindering policy making about WEFE nexus.
We may have different views, but these are the
Some issues are missing from the narratives
numbers to talk about. Then you have made a
and from the modelling; e.g. pollinators and
huge step already.” Participant at the workshop.
biodiversity are missing in any of the
narratives presented. Inventory of more issues that are missing is needed.
Explore concepts such as ecosystems health, e.g., resisting the economisation of modelling about
the WEFE nexus.
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